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PEO is the leading information provider, aiming to
provide professionals with accurate, timely and
professional information as well as to contribute to
their learning and development. Not only with
well-known PEO Events, but also training courses,
publications, e-newsletters and online events, PEO
has become the critical information source for our
customers. Within the areas of tax, accounting,
human resources, business management and
legislation, we help professionals stay up-to-date
on ever changing business environment and
complex regulations and improve constantly.
PEO Events have also been known as a perfect
platform for delegates to engage in discussions
and sharing, while PEO known as companies’ ideal
learning and development partner.
http://peoevent.com
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PEO Training is the training division of PEO
Group. We work with the world's leading
training and consulting companies, practitioners, consultants, as well as eminent
trainers to bring to our clients world class
training programs. Our continuous market
research and clear understanding of the
business environment ensure what we deliver
is significantly applicable to your business.
Furthermore, PEO's comprehensive network
in the training industry and consolidated
“internal training outsoucing” allow us to well
meet your tiny and specific training needs.
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As a bilingual e-Journal, CEW Weekly pays close
attention to Chinese employment issues for
business professionals.
Monitoring the macro background of the
economic transition in China and the ever-changing relationship between labor and management,
CEW Weekly brings readers in-depth analyses as
well as reasonable and achievable advice for the
challenges and risks they are facing.
Weekly e-journal plus online employment
database - smart access to all contents!

http://CEW.hk
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HR730 – your informative breakfast!
“730” is namely 7:30am. HR730 is PEO's
specially designed morning newsletter
dedicated to HR professionals. Being
China's only daily publication for HRs, it
brings our readers the timeliest information, relevant analysis as well as precious
insights in Chinese confusing, sometimes
misleading, media environment.
eNewpaper delivered by email every
working day and website real time updated.

http://HR730.com
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Get what you need on the web!
PEO Events + Advanced IT platform = PEO
Online events, which timely updates you
with first-hand information by invited
prominent practitioners. With PEO Online,
the professional information, detailed
analysis and practical advice are only a few
clicks away!
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